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85UNDER

Reap the Benefits of
HOSTED EXCHANGE SERVICES WIETH OUR PREMIER
SUPPORT
85under’s hosted exchange solution is easy to use and maintain. This solution gives
your employees access to their business email, calendar, and contacts from any
internet-connected computer or mobile device.

Benefits




Productivity
Easy Deployment
Real-time Access




Flexible
Customized
Applications




Remain in Control
Managed

Productivity

Customized Applications

Hosted Exchange facilitates collaboration by
allowing team members to share important
information effortlessly.

Have a customized application that won’t work
with Office 365, 85under can help. We’ll deploy
a standalone version of Exchange for your
organization, allowing you to reap the benefits
of Exchange in the cloud.

Easy Deployment
We’ll have you up and running in no time with
fast implementation and migration services.

Remain in Control

Real-time Access

Tailor a solution that fits your exact needs. We’ll
help design and implement a solution to your
specifications.

Enjoy the convenience of having all your data at
your fingertips wherever you’re online.

Flexible
Let us know your custom needs as we install,
configure and manage your critical email
infrastructure.

Managed
Let 85under manage your email infrastructure so
you can focus on running your business. We’ll
ensure your email flows 24/7/365.

About Us
What makes us Unique
Underground - Our datacenter is 85 feet underground
Bandwidth - Gigabit Speed Burstable
Selection - Custom Server Components - Select Cores, RAM and Storage individually. Buy
only what you need
Simplicity - Microsoft Licensing Month to Month On Demand
Accommodating - Host your own hardware (or lease dedicated) on the same network as your
cloud server (colocation)
Managed - pulse85 offers a persistent team assigned and dedicated to you (get to know them
by name!)

Enterprise Hardware
Technical Specifications
Cisco Server Hardware

Cisco Firewall and Intrusion Prevention

IBM Enterprise-class SAN infrastructure

Create Server Template Images

Cisco Datacenter Switching Infrastructure

Microsoft and Linux Operating Systems

Data Center Power - Failover N+1

Add SQL Server 2008 R2 or 2012 DB

Multi Homed Fiber Internet - Burstable to Gbit

Managed Server option with Pulse85
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